S A N A T A N

Can I use Indian
Panchang outside India?
The short answer is No. Maharishi Vashistha,
Surya siddhanta, Bhaskaracharya, and Tithi
Chinatamani all say one thing. Wherever you are,
according to the time of that place, take the
panchang as seen by drika ganitha as per that
place. Indians are living in different parts of world
like USA, UK, Canada, Europe, Gulf Countries,
Australia and other places. They observe festivals /
muhurthams according to the calendar/panchang
which they used back in India, most of the time
using the same Panchanga time found in the
almanac or calendar prepared using the longitude
and latitude of the Indian town. They do all the
important functions like graha-pravesha, marriage,
ayushya homam, shraadha tithi, ekadasi and all
major Hindu festivals in their life observing the
almanac of India.
The world is divided into many time zones and the
earth is not flat. The length of day could vary from
one place on earth to another. If you are more
towards north pole and south pole your days and
nights will be longer and sometimes, six months of
day and six months of night. The Hindu festivals
and tithis are observed according to different
parameters such as local sunrise, sunset and they
are different for every city. The festivals and certain
tithis are observed on when the tithi prevails at
certain time or duration of the day. The other factor
will be the time zone.
There are two things: Panchang Elements and
local elements, local elements will depend on
sunrise and hence festivals could change
depending on the local elements with reference to
the panchang elements -- as panchang elements
end at the same instance all over the world, and
hence time difference is applicable there but not to
the local elements ... See morelike sunrise, sunset,
moonrise, lagna. These local elements govern 60%
of the muhurtha and festivals. Panchang elements
help us decides days as they can span over one or
two days. but local elements helps us to narrow
down. Even after subtracting the timezone
difference, the tithi of the day is usually decided
depending on the tithi prevailing at the sunrise.
Hence local parameter is in place. The tithi of the
day is important in festivals consideration,
consideration for birthdays etc... same goes for
nakshatra. The nakshatra and the day combination
governs anandadi yoga, which inturn governs
amritha, marana, siddha yoga. If nakshatra at the
time of sunrise is different we will see Amrutha
yoga in india, and Marana yoga in america. etc....
India is relatively smaller country than United
States, The difference between sunrise and sunset
times from one place to another is minimum
hence the calendar/panchang prepared for one
location in India can be used for the entire India
(in most situations, but subtle differences in
certain situations may arise between panchangam
of Bombay and Kolkata) but not for outside
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geographic boundaries of India. This requires us
to prepare the calendar/almanac for different
cities in the world.

most auspicious muhurtham according to mine
and my wife's stars.
Muhurtham calculated in Chennai based on
Chennai's longitude, latitude can't be used in
New Delhi. Using them out of India will not
work. The following example will explain why:
Muhurtham depends on panchangam that is five
limbs: Tithi, Vaar, Nakshatra, Yoga, Karana.

Let's take an example: The sunrise in Bombay on
March 17 let's say will be at 6:36AM Indian
Standard Time (IST), and the Hindu month
Phalguna Amavasya on that day ends at 5:35PM
IST, so the new Hindu month Chaitra will start on
March 18th. The beginning of chaitra month also
indicates the new year for most regions of India, as
well as starting of new samvatsara. The observance
of new hindu month Chaitra will be same for entire
India but not for other parts of the world. The
Sunrise in Seattle on March 17th is 7:17AM in the
morning. The difference between Indian Standard
Time (IST), and Pacific Daylight-Saving Time (PDT)
is 12 hours 30 minutes. If we subtract the IST/PST
time zone difference from amavasya ending time
from 5:35PM IST gives us 05:05AM PDT in Seattle,
WA USA. The sunrise on March 17th is at 7:17AM
so amavasya ends before the sunrise and prathama
prevails during the sunrise, hence Hindu month
Chaitra in Seattle will start from March 17th not
March 18th. This requires us to make panchangam
for every major cities to observe festivals and other
muhurthas correctly.

Muhurtham:
People
search
panchangam
for
wedding
muhurtham and other muhurtham, let me tell you
one thing clearly. The wedding muhurtham and
other good days found in panchangam are general
good days. It doesn't mean they are good for you.
You have to check if that day is good for your star.
If housewarming then position of sun or moon in
reference to your door's direction is also important.
So, don't just blindly use good days found
anywhere. Contact your local astrologer.
People always ask me about using muhurthams
they get from India to use in Seattle, for performing
their house warming and other things. I ask them
further questions. How did you get it? How did
they arrive it? They simply say they have
subtracted appropriate time difference and we
have the time. I say you cannot simply transfer
from Indian muhurtha to here, and they want me
to explain. Here is the explanation.

Transferring muhurtham from India:
I get this question quite often from various people
who contact me to perform pooja in their homes:
Question: Even though I don't live in India, can I
use muhurtham prepared in India by my family
astrologer/sastrigal? I have also been told its the

Additionally it also depends on solar month name
and lunar month name, As major solah samsakar
(16 rites) are performed according to the solar
calendar and graha pravesha and other muhurthas
are prepared using lunisolar month.
The auspicious day needs to be found from the
local calendar not from Indian calendar if you live
outside India, as we have explained before in
previous example. Once we fix the good day, we
need to drill down to find most auspicious time.
This time can be found by using hora, rahu kalam,
lagna, chogadia and other factors. Most common
practice is to use sthira lagna -- vrishabha, simha,
vrischika, kumbha lagna. Now hora, rahukalam,
and lagna are always dependent on local sunrise,
not from Indian sunrise. For example sun will be
always in ascendant during sunrise's chart, and
during the madhyahana it will be always in the
10th house, during sunset it will be in 7th house,
and during midnight it will be always in 4th house,
in any part of the world. Most people use fixed
rahukalam like on every saturday rahukalam will
be from 9:00 to 10:30 AM which is also completely
wrong as sun never rises at 6:00 AM and sets at
6:00 PM on everyday.
Now let's say vrishabha lagna on April 7th in India
(Bangalore) starts around 8:30 AM (Anuradha
nakshatram), now if you subtract 12:30 mins for
Pacific Daylight Saving time (Seattle) you'll get 8:00
PM on April 6th in Seattle. This time it will be Libra
(Tula) lagna in Seattle, which is not sthira lagna or
vrishabha lagna. Vrishabha lagna in Seattle starts
around 8:08 AM on April 7th and by the way at
that time in Seattle nakshatra is jyestha not
anuradha nakshatra as our family astrologer in
India suggested a good time in India (Anuradha
nakshastra and Vrishabha lagna combination).
Anuradha nakshatra changes at 6:58 AM in the
morning. So this changes the entire ball game. We
need another lagna, may be kumbha lagna for
Seattle which is very early morning.
Rahu kalam, Yamagandam, Gulika kala timings are
not fix like most panchangam shows. They show
assuming sunrises at 6:00 AM and sets at 6:00 PM.
They are calculated from sunrise to sunset.
Chogadia, like hora, is also counted from sunrise.
The muhurthams cannot be transferred to another
city from Indian muhurtham you need to
calculate for that place. Transferring is wrong
practice. Always use the panchangam of the local
city not Indian panchangam.
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